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 his collection of cocktails is a collaboration of our 
entire staff under the direction of our Owner & Operator 

Jason Asher and our Director of Bars Mitch Lyons.  
As always, we hope to push boundaries with �avors, 

ingredients & imagination!  We have reached deep into 
the past to hopefully gain a better understanding  as to 

what may have in�uenced folks such as Victor Bergeron 
& Ernest Raymond Beaumont Gantt as they paved the 

way for what we know today as “Tiki”.
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CHAPTER 7

 
Henderson’s goal was to keep them on the edge of 
death while Oxford, the Undertow’s elected alchemist, 
tried to decipher the three ledgers from Captain 
Mallory’s private locker. He’d started with ALCHEMY 
OF THE DAMNED, which he hoped was not just a 
clever title. �e texts proved vague and terrifying, full 
of demonic sketches and fairy tales mostly instead of 
academic musings or bona-�de recipes. Oxford had 
been trained in London as a medical examiner and as 
such had the best chance of understanding most of the 
words in the dusty pages. Because he had a posh 
London accent and a pair of thin-rimmed round 
spectacles, the crew had dubbed him Oxford. His real 
name, Basil Geldington, was far more embarrassing and 
- if he was honest - Oxford was pleased to be clear of it. 

Two recipes in particular seemed �tting for their current 
predicament: Avoiding Imminent Death. �ey were 
surrounded by peril - whether by impending, angry 
seas with forty foot swells and jagged reefs or the 

 he rains came �rst, blowing lopsided and 
sideways on the last warm breezes as the Undertow 
sidled south, crossing the 30th parallel in silence. �e 
remaining crew welcomed the warm rain to swab the 
decks and themselves. Without food or much water, 
Timms and the other shackled crew had become docile, 
almost calm. 



freezing winds and spears of ice and rain which had 
protected the cape’s mystery forever. And while mother 
nature was not to be outdone, the remaining crew still had 
to contend with the barking and screaming former 
crewmates chained to the deck, their eyes black and 
bleeding, their mouths agape, dry, cracked.

***

�e captain’s quarters shifted, pitching gently to port as 
the warm rain blew inland. Oxford had moved his desk near 
the �replace to read by the light – his left foot propped 
against the great hearth for balance – the great bird asleep 
in the low and �ickering �re light. He’d found a section 
dealing with “Cures and Mysteries” of the mythical Dodo 
who shared the Captain’s Quarters, his temporary office. 
On each page the text warned about the importance of 
building a bond with the Dodo beforeattempting to use its 
feathers – or worse – it’s blood. After a fortnight at sea, the 
Dodo had allowed Oxford to sit near it and to gently rest 
his palm on the great bird’s shoulder. He’d pulled one feather, 
gently as if removing a diamond from the mouth of a lion. 
�e last thing Oxford saw was the giant brow and beak of 
the great bird rushing towards his own forehead. He awoke 
hours later with a headache and no feathers.

Progress was slow like this. Six of the possessed crew had 
perished in that �rst fortnight, nine remained on the night 
before the storm. �e Undertow had slipped through the 
channel at the Islas Malvinas without so much as a 
snow�ake. �en like a switch – Henderson awoke one 
morning to ice on the masts and the last of the demon crew 
frozen solid to the decks.  



He walked slowly to Timms – his friend and the �rst of his 
possessed brothers. His cold black eyes were frozen in a 
glare, his forehead a pale shade of blue, gathering frost. His 
sneer, raised lip, his jagged teeth exposed would be with him 
forever as it was the last expression he made before dying. 
�e cold boards of the Undertow’s frozen deck cracked and 
whined behind Henderson as he unlocked the shackles and 
pushed over the body. Rigid from the cold, Timms remained 
crouched.

Henderson opened the door to the captain’s quarters to �nd 
Oxford kneeling in front of the great bird, a scarf tied around 
his forehead to blunt any rebuttal from the Dodo. 

“Oxford,” Henderson called, startling the Englishman. 
“Matters have changed. �e Piranha’s Kiss cure is no longer 
needed. �ey’re all dead.” 

“Yes sir,” Oxford regained his feet, slowly untying the scarf 
around his head. “So we’ll be needing twenty rations of. . .” 
Oxford’s words slipped away. He looked at the great bird 
in the corner. “Twenty rations of Song of Sycorax, sir.” 

“You’d better make it forty,” Henderson said. “Most of the 
men are already a ration or two low.” Henderson pushed 
the door open, latched it behind himself. 

“Forty,” Oxford whispered to himself. 

“Let’s get the deck clear, boys,” Henderson called as he 
crossed the frozen boards. “Say a few words o’er each while 
our breathis still warm,” he announced. 



“Keep the land to starboard,” Henderson ordered. “Land to 
starboard.” He’d heard Mallory talk of navigating the Cape. 
Great waves of icy water could throw blocks across the deck 
and spin a god-fearing captain’s vessel around like a top. If 
they kept the land on the right side, no matter the wind or 
rain, they’d have the best chance of seeing sunlight again. 

*** 

High atop the Domuyo Volcano in Patagonia stands a 
decorated shaman of the Shuar, his skin tight and bronzed, 
his frame lean and languid. He wears the skin of a black 
panther around his shoulders, in his left hand a great staff 
of gnarled jungle wood adorned with �rst and fourth world 
trinkets. In his left hand, a small leather satchel that holds 
the shrunken head of the man who last tried to take his life.

He stares south, his eye looking past the maze of inlets 
and straits, past where the clouds dip and �oat at eye 
level, all the way to the watery edge of the world. At his 
side are four tribeswomen, great black Xs painted over 
their eyes, shawls of fur around their necks to protect from 
coming darkness. 

�e tribeswomen have built a bon�re and have shed their 
shawls. �ey move in rhythmic and �uid movements sweeping 
�re and warmth towards them in great circles with their arms. 
�e shaman maintains his gaze over the land as it loses light. 
A dull incantation rumbles from deep within his chest and 
he shakes his gnarled staff at the sky. �e shadows of the 
dancing tribeswomen slip and pull the image of the shaman 
into and out of the �relight.  



Henderson could feel his eyelashes harden with ice, 
obscuring his vision as he squints against the gale force 
winds. �e light of the day had begun to dwindle – a man 
might call it sunset if the sun were visible. �e light gray of 
the sky fading, like a candle burning out behind canvas. �e 
light blue of the ice caps traded colors for black and made 
ready for the night ahead. Henderson carried fourteen 
souls with him aboard the Undertow. After sending �fteen 
to Davy Jones’ locker in the last few days, he would not 
suffer losing any more. He would not fail the crew that 
remained. 

Henderson looked out over the vast and frozen horizon. 
�e lines that separated heaven from cloud from water 
swirled, rose, fell and rose again. Henderson took a length 
of line from the deck and tied it around his waist – strapping 
himself to the wheel pedestal. Oxford emerged from the 
captain’s quarters.

“�e crew is cold,” Henderson said as he pulled the lines 
taught. “�e night will be long and we will not survive,” 
he said. 

“Yes, sir,” Oxford called out. Salt spray had frozen to the 
edges of his spectacles. His breath held shape in the air long 
after the sound of his words had fallen. 

“I know you know what needs to happen,” Henderson 
said, speaking quickly and as quietly as the wind would 
allow. “It requires the Dodo’s blood, Oxford. It requires 
water from the angry seas, it requires hot �re from a cold 
place, it requires earth in hopes to return. �ese we have, 
Mr. Geldington,” Henderson said placing a �rm grip on 
Oxford’s shoulder. “Except the blood.”



“Sir, I don’t know how I’ll ever be able to…” Oxford 
stammered, looking past the pedestal to the door of the 
captain’s quarters, it’s outline glowing from the �re 
burning inside. 

“By any means necessary, Oxford,” Henderson said and 
handed him Mallory’s dagger. “By any means necessary. 
Follow the measures – saving the blood for last – �ll vials 
with double strength and two ponies of rum each for the 
crew. We must hurry.” 

“Yes, sir,” Oxford called out. “Almost there, sir!” He 
disappeared again into belly of the ship. He had already laid 
out small crates �lled with bottles. �e crates were 
strapped to the table with long pieces of leather, the table 
was tied to the wall with ripped sections of the mizzen sail 
they’d torn the day before. Each of the bottles held a 
mixture of RUM, �akes of golden sand, Wormwood, Gentian 
and Dragon’s Blood Sap. Each small bottle was waiting for 
six drops of blood. . . from a rare Peruvian breed of 
Tropical Dodo. 

Oxford held a bottle in one hand and walked slowly to the 
bird as it knelt in the corner. He adjusted his glasses and 
tried to take a deep breath.

“I know you can’t understand me,” Oxford said in a low 
voice. “But I need a favor. Do you know the word, favor?” 
he paused. “What am I doing?” Oxford whispered to himself. 
“Storybook creature’s going to kill me and I’m blabbering 
like some daft…”

�e bird stood and scraped one knife-like talon across the 
ash-covered �oor in front of the �replace. Oxford lowered 
his eyes, but continued to move forward.  



�e giant bird let loose a deafening scream – so loud Oxford 
covered one ear with his hand and nearly dropped the bottle 
he carried. Slowly, like the curtains of an English theater, the 
wings of the bird extended to �ll the walls of the small cabin, 
knocking books from shelves, sending errant clothes and 
ornaments to the �oor. Oxford raised his eyes and then 
slowly stood in awe as the wingspan of the majestic creature 
surrounded him on all sides. In one deft leap, the Dodo had 
pressed Oxford to the cold hard �oor, one set of razor talons 
pressing the bottle to Oxford’s chest. �e bird’s other claw 
– extended and barely visible in the �relight of the cabin 
- hovered over Oxford’s left eye.

�e great bird let loose a second deafening cry. Oxford 
closed his eyes and pictured a life different than this 
– one with a meadow and perhaps a waistcoat that didn’t 
smell of gunpowder and grease. In that split second he 
forgave his father for the name Basil, he apologized to 
the Lord for missing service, he wished his fellow crew 
well and promised he’d see them soon. He felt, �eeting at 
�rst, a warm sensation on his left hand.  
 
He opened his eyes. His arm, his small bottle and his 
entire hand were covered in warm blood. I’m already 
dead, he thought, and this is how it happens. I’ve been 
killed by a giant pink. . . 

Oxford felt quite alive, though, and looked closer to see 
that the blood he felt was running down the leg of the 
great bird, slowly, onto his hand and waistcoat. Without 
moving too much,he angled the bottle to catch the dark 
red liquid. �e giant bird swung its free talon across its 
leg a second time.

***
  


